SCIENTIFIC ADVOCACY FOR HUMAN RIGHTS ACTIVITIES

We are working as rationalized advocates carrying on advocacy in strengthening of human rights of Marginalised sections of our society like Women, children, Minorities, Dalits among dalits and Dalits and tribals. We witness lots of discrimination of marginalized sectors of dalits like arunthathiyars, etc., from more advanced sections of dalits. Also tribal problems are thoroughly masked by the voice of dalits and their voice are unheard by the rest of the sensitive world.

We ourselves had witnessed and studied lots of discrimination in every walk of our lives, we felt that immediate remedy for any development and advancement of any society is through lots of activities like movement building and as such legal background is very important to remove any obstacles for societal movement. This made us to go for legal degree to work with this society. We a small group of advocates are working with the human rights activities in legal field apart from real field works, we felt that a need of one permanent office required specifically to deal with these type of cases regularly. The formation of permanent office is like a meeting place for our regular day to day activities on these issues on daily basis for meeting the victims as well as the permanent set of office bearers to redress their remedies. The present plan of our office is at vellore district, Tamilnadu. There are a few fellow advocates working in different parts of Tamilnadu, but at vellore the district being neighbor of Andra Pradesh, it has more influence of Andrapradesh effect of culture of in social atrocities apart from Tamilnadu culture. This border district needs more care at present as the human rights violations are more pronounced.

The present office requires
One Typist
One permanent office for dealing these cases exclusively.

Cost of running this office:
For typist salary Rs:3000 (three thousands only)
For office Rent Rs:3000 (Three thousands only)
Three months Advance for room rent Rs:9000 (Nine thousands only) - one time payment.
Note: We advocates are ready to contribute required amount of money for office running like stationaries, electric bills, phone bill, office keeping, computers, etc....

Note:
1) We always welcome your suggestions, ideas and inputs but request no hurdles to our commitment.
2) We have committed advocates in higher courts, but less in number in rural places which is source of more human rights violations.